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            particularly acute analytical powers.
              Throughout the afternoon I felt
            very thirsty - dry mouth - and consumed
            a lot of water. I consequently needed to
            urinate frequently. I get a picture (in
            the psychic sense), that I habitually eat
            too much salty food.
              A major subjective experience was
            one of no appetite. Food tasted +
            smelled good + normal, but food just
            didn't seem interesting + I didn't feel
            hunger.
              No difficulty with motor coordination-
            Could play piano-, judgment not impaired 
            at any time, However, I lacked
            maturation of patience to carry out any
            task unless absolutely necessary.
              The relaxation continued into the evening.
            Has especially vivid hypnagogic imagery on
            going to bed. Slept soundly through the night.
            The relaxation was still present the next
            day with feeling of general lassitude, lethargy.
            Also slept soundly on that night.
              In comment - w/ relaxed feeling - neck turned better
            than usual - full 90° both left +right. Slowly
            returned to normal the next day.
            No doubt a tension related problem
            
            General remarks, in retrospect:
            Some of the lazy quality of psychological
            state on Sunday might have been related to
            weariness from Friday when I was up
            late, having worked hard for several
            weekends + on Friday preparing for the
            dinner party on Friday.
            Generally, found it an interesting experience,
            worth repeating to test the persistence
            of some of the somatic experience, particularly
            the relaxation + the lack of hunger.
            Also, I think it would be interesting
            to indulge in stimulating conversation.
            Therefore, a group experience might be
            interesting, although possibly everyone
            would be too relaxed to get involved.
            Also, since there is an introspective quality
            to the experience, it might be fun to devise
            a way to experiment with one's own hobby
            (mental) or interest. E.q. I would like to
            try some of the psychic tricks I am interested
            in.


